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5 5 
Persistencee Despite Omnivory: 
Benthicc Communities and the 

Discrepancyy Between Theory and 
Observation n 

R E I N I ERR H IEEERISLAMBERS, J O H AN VA N D E K O P P EL A N D 

P E T ERR M. J. H E R M A N 

Omnivoryy is omnipresent in natural communities. However, most 
theoreticall  models predict that omnivory should be rare, especially at 
highh basal productivity. To address this incongruity-, we consider as an 
examplee benthic food webs with omnivory. We present a mathemati-
call  analysis of simple benthic food webs in which a number of mech-
anismss promote persistence of omnivory. As a model system, we 
focuss on the interaction between detritus, bacteria, and deposit feed-
erss that feed on both bacteria and detritus. Biomass patterns change 
withh increasing basal productivity, triggering mechanisms that weaken 
thee interactions between components of omnivorous interactions. 
Consequently,, these mechanisms extend the range of organic input 
ratess at which omnivorous interactions persist, and prevent mutual 
exclusion,, promoting omnivorous interactions in productive environ-
ments.. These mechanisms give potential explanations for the high 
incidencee of omnivory in benthic communities and shed insight on 
thee persistence of omnivory in other communities. 

Keywords:Keywords: (Coexistence, omnivory, benthic communities, food webs, 
permanence,, refuges, facilitation, stoichiometry, interaction strength, 
intraguildd predation. 

Omnivory,, i.e. consumption on more than one trophic level, is a common 

featuree of many food webs (Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Polis et al. 1989; 

Vadass 1989; Warren 1989; Polis 1991; Goldwasser and Roughgarden 1993). 

However,, theoretical studies of food webs indicate that a high incidence of 

omnivoryy tends to destabilise model communities (Pimm and Lawton 1978, 

Pimmm 1982). Simple models of omnivory with purely exploitative interac-

tionss between species indicate the vulnerability of the intermediate species 
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too exclusion, especially in productive environments (Holt and Polis 1997; 
Diehll  and Feissel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001). This discrepancy between theory 
andd observation is an intriguing one: Why, despite theory predicting its rari-
ty,, is omnivory so ubiquitous? In this paper, we address this problem, con-
sidering,, as a case study, the abundant occurrence of omnivory in benthic 
foodd webs (Ambrose 1984; Commito and Ambrose 1985; Posey and Hines 
1991;; Hall and Raffaelli 1991; Persson et al. 1996; Herman et al. 1999). 

BenthicBenthic Omnivory 

Manyy benthic organisms feed on a broad range of food sources from differ-
entt trophic levels, such as detritus, microorganisms, and meio- and macro-
faunall  prey (Lopez and Levinton 1987; Retraubun et al. 1996). Omnivorous 
interactionss were found to be particularly abundant in soft-bottom benthic 
foodd webs (Hall and Raffaelli 1991). Deposit feeders, for instance, consume 
organicc matter, but also consume bacteria and other saprotrophs, with 
whomm they compete for organic resources. Benthic omnivores do not seem 
too exclude their prey: despite significant differences in the densities of 
omnivorouss deposit feeders or in the organic loading of the sediment a 
'remarkablee constancy' in bacterial numbers has been reported (Schmidt et 
al.. 1998). This makes benthic communities an ideal model environment to 
investigatee the discrepancy between observational and theoretical studies on 
omnivory. . 

Inn this paper, we focus on the interaction between detritus, bacteria, and 
depositt feeders that feed on both bacteria and detritus. Our paper is struc-
turedd as follows: First, we present a graphical method of analysing the 
potentiall  for persistence in a three-component food web with an omnivo-
rouss top predator. Second, we analyse a number of models that include spe-
cificc characteristics of detritus-bacteria-deposit feeder systems, focusing on 
thee persistence of these systems at high productivity. We examine a number 
off  mechanisms present in marine benthic systems that promote coexistence 
inn systems with omnivory, especially in productive environments: regions 
wheree simple exploitative models of omnivory show a decreased potential 
forr coexistence. We argue that these mechanisms are general to many other 
foodd webs, and may contribute to the persistence of omnivory outside the 
benthos. . 

MATERIAL SS AND M E T H O DS 

AA Benthic Model of Omnivory 

Ann important food source for many benthic organisms is organic matter that 
iss deposited. A large part of the organic input is degraded by micro-organ-
isms,, but a significant share is consumed by deposit-feeding animals 
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(Hermann et ai 1999). Deposit-feeders typically acquire food by ingesting 

largee volumes of sediment. Based on its presence in the sediment, the detri-

tuss is likely to be a major constituent of the food of deposit feeders. 

However,, because deposit feeders ingest bacteria-covered particles, interac-

tionss with bacteria are virtually assured. Since bacteria also feed on detritus, 

interactionss between bacteria and deposit feeders include both predator-prey 

interactionss and exploitative competit ion. 

Thee simplest possible system with omnivory consists of three compo-

nentss (Figure 5.1). I t includes a basic resource R, a primary consumer N and 

ann omnivore P. The omnivore consumes both the resource and the primary 

consumerr (hereafter referred to as prey). The dynamics of this system can 

bee described by the following set of differential equations (in part following 

Holtt and Polis 1997): 

dR dR 

dt dt 

dN dN 

dt dt 

dP dP 
—— = £(R, i \T ,P)P-«? 'P 
dt dt 

==  <t>(R)-a(R,N,P)RN -a\R,N,P)RP 

== ba(R, N, P)RN - a(R, N , P)NP - mN 

(5.1a) ) 

(5.1b) ) 

(5.1c) ) 

Heree <f)(R) describes the net rate of change of R in the absence of con-

sumers,, a(R,N,P)N and a(RJSI,P)P describe the specific rate of consumption 

off  R by N and P respectively, and a(R,N,P)P describes the specific rate of 

predationn of N by P. %(R,N,P) describes the growth rate of the omnivore as 

aa function of the densities of R, N and P itself. The parameter b translates 

/ / 

Omnivore e 
(Depositt feeder) 

/ / 

Prey y 
(Bacteria) ) 

\ \ 

\ \ 

Resource e 
(Detritus) ) 

Figuree 5.1. Schematic representation of an omnivorous interaction in a three-
speciess system. 
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consumptionn of R to growth of AT, and m and /;/' are the loss rates of the 

preyy and omnivore populations. 

Inn sediments lacking bacterial and macrobenthic consumers, the dynam-

icss of the basal resource (detritus) are determined by deposition trom the 

waterr column, and by advection to deep layers beyond the reach of the 

depositt feeder. This can for example be described as 0(R) = cK - f'R, where 

ri ss the rate of deposition of sediment, and K is the concentration of detri-

tuss within newly deposited sediment. In other words, an amount of resource 

givenn by cK gets added on top, and an amount of r'R is moved out of the 

reachh of the deposit feeder. If the amount of resource would decrease with 

depth,, which is not unlikely given decomposit ion of detritus with time, than 

ii  would be smaller than c. In this analysis, we assume that the concentration 

off  resource is homogeneous within the bioturbated layer, and the c - c. This 

iss a simplification, but is a sufficient description of resource renewal in our 

analysis,, since it is mathematically equivalent. 

Growthh of the omnivore is determined by the availability of both 

resourcee and prey. When the resource and the prey are entirely substirutable 

foodd sources for the omnivore, omnivore growth can be described as: 

%(R,N,P)%(R,N,P) = b'a'(RJJ,P)R + pa(R,N,P)N, (5.2) ) 

R-NR-N Plane R-PR-P Plane 

Resourcee density R 

E E 
O O 

Resourcee density R 

Figuree 5.2. Analysis of the invasibility of the R-N and R-P subsystems. A and B 
representt the phase planes of the R-N and R-P subsystems. The dashed line repre-
sentss the resource isocline, while the soud line represents the A" and P isoclines in 
thee R-N and R-P phase planes respectively. At the intersection of both isoclines, the 
subsystemss are in equilibrium. The grey areas represent the domains within the 
phasee planes where the species that is lacking (P in the R-A' plane. And A' in the R-
Pplane)) can invade. The subsystem-equilibria are vulnerable to invasion if it is locat-
edd within the grey domains. In case of the configuration used in Figure 5.2, both 
subsystemss can be invaded by the species that is lacking, and hence the three species 
systemm is permanent. 
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wheree // and ft translate consumption of R and N to omnivore growth (Holt 
andd Polis 1997). 

Twoo approaches have been used to assess the stability of model ecosys-
tems.. The first approach investigates the local stability of point equilibria 
(e.g.,(e.g., May 1973; Pimm 1982). It is possible, however, that in systems that do 
nott have stable equilibria, all species persist in limit or chaotic cycles (e.g., 
Armstrongg and McGehee 1980). Hence, we use the second approach, which 
investigatess whether systems are permanent (Hutson and Law 1985; Law 
andd Blackford 1992; Grover 1994). Permanence implies that all species can 
persistt within the system, and that no system trajectory starting in the interi-
orr of the system (i.e., all species are present) approaches the boundary (i.e., 
noo species goes extinct) (Hutson and Law 1985; Grover 1994). To examine 
permanence,, we need to investigate the invasibility of the boundary sets of 
systemm 1. These sets consist of subcommunities of the entire system, lack-
ingg one or more species. System 1 is regarded as permanent if all species can 
invadee a sub-system in which this particular species is lacking. 

RESULTS S 

A.A. Reference Model 

First,, we analyse a system where the resource and the prey are substitutable 
foodd sources for the omnivore. This model, apart from the detritus-based 
resourcee renewal function 0(R), is similar to models such as those used by 
Holtt and Polis (1997), Diehl and Feissel (2000), Mylius et al. (2001), and Diehl 
(2003):: here a(RJ^,P), a'(RJ\\P) and (X(RJ^,P) are constant, and ^(KJ\T,P) = 
b'aRb'aR + f3ocN. We present a general graphical analysis of a system based on 
purelyy exploitative interactions between the resource, the prey and the omni-
voree (system 1). Invasibility of the subsystems of system 1, consisting only of 
thee resource and eidier the prey or omnivore, can be assessed conveniently 
usingg graphical methods. In Figure 5.2a, we present a phase plane of the R-N 
subsystemm (see Yodzis (1989) for a treatment of phase-plane techniques). The 
equilibriumm densities of R and N (respectively R* and AP) can be obtained by 
plottingg the zero-isocline for the resource (given by dR/dt — 0) and the prey 
(givenn by dN/dt = 0) in the R-N plane. At the intersection of both isoclines, 
thee densities of both resource and prey are constant, and hence are in equilib-
rium.. At high levels of R and JV, food availability is sufficient for the omni-
voree to invade. The grey domain in Figure 5.2a represents this area. At low 
levelss of R and N, food availability limits omnivore growth, and the omnivore 
cannott invade. The boundary between these domains is given by a line defined 
byy dP]dt — 0. Any R-N equilibrium situated above this boundary can be invad-
edd by the omnivore; below this boundary, it is resistant to invasion. 

Similarly,, we can assess the invasibility of a system consisting of R and P 
only.. In Figure 5.2b, we have depicted the R and P isoclines in the R-P plane. 
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Att the intersection, both species are in equilibrium. Similar to Figure 5.2a, 

thee R-P plane can be divided in two domains. In one domain, prey growth 

exceedss omnivore predation pressure, and the prey can invade (grey area; 

dN/dtdN/dt > 0). In the other domain, prey growth is insufficient, and hence the 

preyy cannot invade (white area; dN/dt < 0). For the particular configuration 

depictedd in Figure 5.2, both the omnivore can invade the R-N subsystem, 

andd the prey can invade the R-P subsystem. Hence all species coexist, and the 

systemm is permanent. 

EffectsEffects of Resource Input Rate 

Permanencee of omnivorous systems is particularly dependent on the rate of 

inputt or production of the basal resource (Holt and Polis 1997; Diehl and 

FeiBell  2000; Mylius et al. 2001). We sum up the qualitative transitions in com-

munityy structure presented to us by simple exploitative models of omnivory 

{e.g.{e.g. Diehl and FeiBel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001) in Figure 5.3. At low resource 

availability,, neither the prey nor the omnivore can persist. Once resource 

inputt exceeds a threshold input level denoted by KN, resource availability is 

sufficientt to support a prey population, and the prey can invade. With 

increasingg K, the prey maintains a constant resource level, while N increases 

withh increasing resource input (Figure 5.3). This can be derived from Figure 

5.2a;; an increase in resource input wil l move the resource's zero-isocline 

upwards.. Hence, the intersection of the prey-isocline and the resource-iso-

clinee moves upwards, resulting in an increase in N*, but maintaining a con-

stantt R*. The effects of increasing resource input in a sub-system consisting 

off  only the resource and the omnivore are analogous (Figure 5.2b). The 

V) V) c c 
Q> Q> 

C C 
O O 

J5 5 
Q. . 
O O 

CL L 

KNN KO KE 

Resourcee input (K) 

Figur ee 5.3. Relation between resource input rate K and the equilibrium densities of 
thee resource (R), the prey (A) and the omnivore (P). Kx and KP represent that 
resourcee input rate beyond which A" and P respectively can maintain themselves in 
aa system that lacks the other species. Beyond K0, R and A are sufficient to allow inva-
sionn of P. Beyond Kh, P density is too high to allow A' to persist. Note that the prey 
cann only persist at intermediate resource input rates. 

Resource e (R(RK K 

^ P r e y ( N))

v'' Omnivore (P) 
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effectt of resource input on the invasibility of the respective subsystems, 
however,, differs. Areas where P can invade the R-N, or where N can invade 
thee R-P subsystem are shown as the grey-shaded regions in Figures 5.2a and 
5.2b,, respectively. Here K0 and Kh give the transitions respectively between 
invasibilityy and non-invasibility (see also Figure 5.3). However while increas-
ingg K moves the R-JV equilibrium into the grey zone of invasibility by P, it 
hass the opposite effect on the P-N equilibrium. Thus, increasing K allows for 
permanencee of P, but not for N. This result is robust, as the exact form of 
thee resource renewal function 0(R), nor the incorporation of saturating 
(Hollingg type II) functional responses seem to have no effect on its qualita-
tivee behaviour with regards to species coexistence (see Mylius et al. 2001). 

FeedingFeeding of the Omnivore stimulates Growth of Prey 

Depositt feeding animals do not only interact directly with their prey (via pre-
dation),, but also have marked indirect effects, often mediated through the 
environment.. When feeding, deposit feeders disturb the sediment, a process 
thatt is referred to as bioturbation. Bioturbation results in enhanced mixing 
andd transportation of sediment and solutes through the top layer, which 
increasess diffusive removal of inhibiting metabolites (Aller and Aller 1998), 
promotess penetration of oxygen and stimulates microbial activity (Andersen 
andd Kristensen 1992; Kristensen el al. 1992; Holmer et al. 1997; Traunspurger 
etet al. 1997) and growth (Van der Bund 1994). Some deposit feeders actively 
enhancee diffusive transport inside their burrow system by irrigation. In this 
way,, deposit feeders actively stimulate bacterial growth, a process that is 
oftenn referred to as microbial gardening (Hylleberg 1975; Grossmann and 
Reichardtt 1991). Hence, positive feedback may occur in which enhanced 
grazingg leads to enhanced microbial growth. This may potentially counteract 
thee effects of predation on microbial populations. 

Too investigate the implications of this positive feedback relative to the 
referencee model, effects of the density7 of the omnivore (deposit feeder) on 
preyy (microbial) activity should be included in the prey consumption and 
growthh functions: 

^(RJV, )̂) = * 0 + yP) (5.3) 

wheree a is the consumption coefficient in the absence of the omnivore, and 
/ i ss the per capita effect of the omnivore on prey consumption and growth. 
Noo enhanced prey growth occurs if the omnivore is absent, and hence the 
R-NR-N phase plane remains unaffected relative to the linear system (Figure 
5.4A).. This implies that prey growth stimulation does not affect the condi-
tionss for the P to invade the R-N system. At N — 0, neither equation 5.1 A 
norr equation 5.1 C is affected by changes in a(RJ\T,P). As a result, the 
resourcee and omnivore isoclines in the R-P phase plane remain unchanged 
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(Figuree 5.4B). The positive effect of omnivore density on prey growth wil l 

increasee the density of omnivores that the prey population can sustain. 

Consequently,, the size of the domain in the R-P plane in which the prey can 

invadee an omnivore-dominated system increases (see Figure 5.4B). This 

impliess that the prey can maintain itself in the system at larger values of KE 

R-NN Plane 

OmnivoreOmnivore stimulates growth of prey 

R-PP Plane 

o o 

(b) (b) 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

s s 
A. A. 
--

Resourcee density R Resourcee density R 

PreyPrey refuge against omnivore predation 

(c)(c) I 

E E 
O O 

(d)(d) \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

\ > > 
S. . 

k ^ ^ 

Resourcee density R Resourcee density R 

PreyPrey is essential food source for omnivore 

(e)(e) i (f)(f) \ 

Resourcee density R Resource density R 
Figuree 5.4. Analysis of invasibilitv of the R-N and R-P subsystems when the omni-
voree stimulates the growth of the prey (A and Bj, prey are protected against preda-
tionn at low prey densities (C and D), and when the prey is an essential food source 
too the omnivore (E and F). See Figure 5.1 for explanation of the phase plane graphs, 
andd see text for further explanation. 
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relativerelative to the linear system. In other words, stimulation of prey growth by 
thee omnivore increases the range of environmental productivity at which 
persistentt omnivorous interactions can be found. 

Inhibitionn of growth by metabolites or depletion of oxygen is, in an indi-
rectt way, the result of changes in the density of the prey, e.g. the bacteria. 
Hence,, they are probably better represented by density dependence in the 
modell  analysis. Reduction of prey densities by the omnivore would then 
reducee the density dependence and hence increase prey growth. We chose 
nott to incorporate this into the model because it would reduce the generali-
tyty of the argument. Instead, we adopted the more general increased prey 
growthh equation as is used in equation 5.3. 

PreyPrey Refage against Omnivore Predation 

Inn the reference system, predation on prey is assumed to increase propor-
tionallyy to prey density. A number of factors may exist in benthic systems 
thatt lead to a more-than-proportional decrease in grazing at low prey bacte-
riall  densities. For instance, the deposit feeder Heteromastus filiformis focuses on 
particless with high organic matter content (Neira and Höpner 1994). This is 
reflectedd by their faeces, which are enriched in organic matter relative to the 
sediment.. Consequently, a functional response, which, at low resource den-
sity,, is based on a random rate of encounter between the resource and the 
consumer,, is inappropriate. We adopted a functional response that assumes 
thatt sediment particles low in organic matter and microbial densities are con-
sumedd less relative to their abundance. This creates a low-density refuge for 
thee prey, which can be included in the linear model (equations 5.1 and 5.2) 
byy using a sigmoid consumption function: 

a(RJ\\P)=a„a(RJ\\P)=a„MXMXN/(NN/(N + k) (5.4) 

wheree (Xmax is the maximal consumption rate per capita prey per capita omni-
vore,, and k is a saturation constant. In this equation when N becomes very 
small,, CC(RJS[,P) approaches zero. Hence, at low prey density, predation of 
preyy is virtually absent. Invasion of prey is determined solely by resource 
availability',, which reflects in a vertical invasion-domain boundary in the R-P 
phasee plane (Figure 5.4C, D). In this model, K}i — «>, and hence any omniv-
orouss system is permanent once K exceeds Kg. 

TheThe Prey is an essential Food Source for the Omnivore 

Thee reference model assumes that the resource and the prey are substitutable 
foodd sources for the omnivore. This may be justified for systems where both 
thee basal resource and the prey are animals with comparable nutritional 
value.. If, however, the prey offers an essential component of the omnivore's 
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diet,, models in which both food sources contribute to the omnivore's growth 
inn an additive manner will fail. In saprotrophic systems such as benthic infau-
nall  communities, the basal resource consists of dead organic matter in vari-
ouss states of degradation. In such systems, bacteria may become important 
ass a source of vitamins or amino-acids (Lopez and Levinton 1987) for 
depositt feeders. A model in which both food sources are complementary or 
evenn essential may give a better representation of the system's behaviour. A 
suitablee variant of system 1 where prey is essential to omnivore growth 
wouldd be (following Huisman and Weissing 1995): 

X(R,N,P)X(R,N,P) = xM 

(R(R + ykR)( N 

.. R + kR lN + ky; 

a'(R,N,P)a'(R,N,P) = \ Z""-

a(R,N,P) a(R,N,P) 

bb R + kK 

11 Xmax 

(5.5a) ) 

(5.5b) ) 

(5.5c) ) 

wheree %max is the maximal growth rate of the omnivore, kK and kN are the 
half-saturationn constants for R and N respectively, / i s the proportion of the 
maximall  growth rate that can be maintained on prey only, and U and /3 are 
thee growth efficiencies of the omnivore on the resource and the prey respec-
tively.. The remainder of the functions follows the linear model. 

Thee functions 5.5a-c have significant effects on the conditions for inva-
sionn in boundary systems. In Figure 5.4E and F, the phase planes of the R-
NN and R-P boundary systems are shown. In the linear system with substi-
tutablee resources, a straight line borders the domain of R-N values in which 
thee omnivore can invade. When the resource and the prey are complemen-
taryy or essential resources (Tilman 1980), this borderline is curved. Since a 
minimall  supply of prey is needed as a source of vital food items (vitamins, 
aminoo acids), the borderline does not intersect with the R-axis, but 
approachess a horizontal asymptote. Since N is essential to the omnivore's 
growth,, the omnivore cannot maintain itself in the R-P boundary system. As 
aa result, no omnivore isocline occurs in Figure 5.4F, and the prey is always 
ableable to maintain a positive density in system 5.1 once K > KN, independent 
off  the density of omnivores. 

Figuree 5.5 shows the qualitative effects of the three discussed mecha-
nismss on the possibilities for coexistence along a gradient of resource load-
ing.. As an example, the implications of stimulation of bacterial growth on 
thee patterns of coexistence are shown. The prey N is able to persist even at 
highh resource loading, and omnivore density is reduced due to increased 
competitionn with the prey. Although the extent to which coexistence is 
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increasedd differs between the mechanisms that we have analysed, all models 
wee addressed predict a qualitatively similar pattern. 

DISCUSSION N 

Theoreticall  investigations have lead to the premise that omnivorous interac-
tionss are unstable (Pimm and Lawton 1978; Pimm 1982; Holt and Polis 
1997),, and hence are rare in ecological systems. In contrast, a large number 
off  empirical studies report on omnivorous interactions in a wide range of 
systemss (Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Polis et al. 1989; Vadas 1989; Warren 
1989;; Polis 1991; Goldwasser and Roughgarden 1993). We present a mathe-
maticall  analysis of omnivory in benthic communities, which provides poten-
tiall  explanations for this phenomenon. In our study, changing basal produc-
tivityy causes changing biomass patterns, triggering mechanisms that weaken 
thee interactions between the omnivorous interaction components relative to 
thee classical exploitative model for omnivorous interactions. Consequently, 
thesee mechanisms extend the range of organic loading at which omnivorous 
interactionss persist, hindering the potential for exclusion in productive envi-
ronments.. Hence, they give a possible explanation for the high incidence of 
omnivoryy in benthic communities. 

Thee mechanisms analyzed in this paper seem typical properties of ben-
thicc environments. Diffusive transport is often limited in sediments. This 
mayy result in accumulation of toxic metabolites such as sulphide (Aller and 
Allerr 1998), and limit aerobic degradation of organic matter. Most mac-
robenthicc animals disturb the sediment, promote diffusive transport, and in 
generall  stimulate microbial activity (see Kristensen (2000) for an extensive 
review).. In this way, infaunal predators may have strong indirect effects on 
theirr prey mediated through the environment. When these indirect effects 
promotee the growth or survival of the prey, they may act as a negative feed-
back,, fostering persistence in benthic communities with omnivory. Increased 
microbiall  production and densities in burrows and in faecal pellets of the 
depositt feeder Arenicula marina (Neira and Höpner 1994) suggests that bac-
teriaa can easily compensate for macrofaunal predation, possibly due to indi-
rectt effects of predation on oxygen or organic matter availability. This could 
att least partially explain the general finding that bacterial numbers are rather 
constantt in marine sediment, independent of the degree of deposit feeding 
(Hobbiee and Wright 1979; Heip eta/. 1995; Schmidt et al. 1998). It should be 
stressedd that in our modified models prey (N) numbers are much less affect-
edd by primary productivity than in the original linear model (compare Figure 
5.55 with Figure 5.3). 

Inn general, all mechanisms have in common that they increase the maxi-
mall  resource input rate Kh at which the prey can maintain itself in the sys-
tem.. This decreases the potential for exclusion of the intermediate species 
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andd the prey, and increases the potential for and the range of resource-input 

levelss at which omnivorous interactions can persist (Figure 5.5). Potential 

stabilisingg factors can be classified into two groups: the first group concerns 

mechanismss that increase the ability of the prey species to resist or endure 

predationn by the omnivore. The first two examples fall into this category. 

Differencess in prey vulnerability to predation are reflected by the size of the 

preyy invasion domain in the R-P phase plane. The second category concerns 

mechanismss that influence growth efficiency of the omnivore, and thus indi-

rectlyy its capacity to depress prey densities. The last example falls into this 

category:: The efficiency of the omnivore decreases dramatically as prey 

becomess scarce, limiting its ability to further depress prey density. This 

resultss in a reduction of omnivore density. Both types of mechanisms lead 

too a decrease in the prey-omnivore interaction strength relative to the prey-

resourcee interaction strength ((CC(R,N,P)P)/(ba(R,N,P)R)), following 

McCannn et al. 1998), hence decreasing the rate of predation relative to pro-

ductionn and promoting persistence of the prey. 

GeneralGeneral Implications 

Thee mechanisms for persistence of omnivory examined in this paper are by 

noo means exclusive to benthic systems or to systems with omnivory, and are 

recognisedd to be important structuring mechanisms for communities in gen-

eral,, as: 1) Refuges from predation have been known to stabilize predator 

preyy dynamics since Huffaker's seminal paper in (1958); 2) Taking nutrient 

requirementss in account when examining species interactions may provide 

dramaticc new insights on how communities are regulated (in the field of eco-

logicall  stoichiometry: e.g. Sterner and FJser 2002). 3) In addition, facilitatory 
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Figuree 5.5. Relation between resource input rate A.' and the equilibrium densities of 
thee resource (R), the prey (X) and the omnivore (P) in a system where the omnivore 
stimulatess the growth of the prey (figures 5.4a and 5.4b). See figure 5.3 for expla-
nation.. Note the more extended region of prey persistence relative to Figure 5.3. 
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mechanismss are currently being recognized as important and underrepre-
sentedd factors in determining community structure {e.g. Bruno et al. 2003). 

Ourr modelling approach allows for the extrapolation of the environment-
specificc mechanisms examined here towards more generality. For instance, any 
mechanismm so that omnivores do not 'see' low densities of prey, will have a 
similarr functional form to equation (4) and thus promote persistence through 
thee promotion of prey permanence. As an example: Diehl (1992) reported on 
thee stabilisation of omnivorous interaction due to habitat heterogeneity in 
freshwaterr pelagic communities. Submerged vegetation was found to provide 
aa refuge for predatory invertebrates against predation by omnivorous perch, 
reducingg predation efficiency of perch. This may explain coexistence of perch 
andd predatory invertebrates in littoral vegetation. In systems that lack sub-
mergedd vegetation, and hence refuge for predatory invertebrates, coexistence 
off  perch and invertebrate predators was limited relative to littoral systems. 

Nutritionall  constraints may ensure that 'prey' and 'resource' are not 
entirelyy substitutable, and as such may promote omnivory, evidence for this 
iss presented by Denno and Fagan (2003), who link omnivorous interactions 
inn arthropods to the C:N ratio. While the mismatch in C:N ratio between 
plantss and herbivores (C:Nplant > C:Nherblvorc) has been well documented, 
recentt evidence has shown a similar mismatch between predators and prey. 
Thuss N limited species (whether 'herbivores' or 'predators') may benefit 
fromm including species in the same, or higher trophic levels, in their diet 
(Dennoo and Fagan 2003). This dependency on essential nutrients is also cen-
trall  to the functional forms of equations 5 where omnivore dependency on 
thee prey (for essential nutrients) limits its ability to exclude the prey. 

Otherr stoichiometric considerations may also promote permanence: For 
instance,, when resource quality is dynamically flexible, omnivorous commu-
nitiess may persist; especially when the basal resource is of low nutritional 
qualityy (Diehl 2003). 

Conclusions Conclusions 

Thee discrepancy between theory linking omnivory to reduced scope for coex-
istencee and the ubiquity of omnivory in real food webs has led us to consid-
err the case of benthic communities, where omnivorous interactions seem par-
ticularlyy persistent. Where theoretical descriptions of omnivory take into 
accountt only exploitative interactions between species, characteristic proper-
tiesties of the benthic environment call for the incorporation of refuges, stoi-
chiometryy and facilitation into theory on omnivory. Incorporation of these 
threee mechanisms characteristic of, but not limited to, benthic environments 
leadd to persistence in comparison to pure exploitative omnivory. The specif-
icc mechanisms examined here are in fact common to most ecosystems, and 
wee predict that a closer look at other systems with omnivory will reveal their 
importancee for the persistence of omnivory in general. 
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